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rategy in handicaps
these contests run at a strong enough
gallop to exhibit the full superiority of the
first few finishers over the remainder.
Moreover, horses down the field in
maidens cannot be given full compensation
for the distance beaten because of integrity
concerns.

But, the main reason that ‘Always
Trying’ wins more races lies in the
implication of the mantra itself: not
everyone else is doing the same! Of
course, some horses are just not good
enough to win maidens, but this number is
probably smaller than pre-supposed,
especially when there are median and
maiden auction events in the programme
book.

As mentioned in the introduction, the
rate at which handicap debutants are
winning is actually increasing – no matter
what the position they occupied last time
out. This is shown in Graph 1, by the red-
dashed trend line, with the blue dots
indicating the Impact Value of handicap debutants in the year
shown on the bottom axis.

Across the period 2000 to 2020, handicap debutants can
expect to win 15% (1.15 times) more often than those with
handicap experience. See how the trend line touches an IV of
1.00 above the year 2000 and an IV of 1.15 above the year
2019? In any given year, there is variance between the IV
expected by the trend line and that which is actually observed,
but the trend line is formed by the mathematical technique of
‘least squares’ which minimises the vertical distances between
the points and the line in a principled fashion.

While all horses are supposed to have an
equal chance in handicaps, the data shows
that some horses are more equal than
others. In fact, the fairness of a horse’s
handicap marks depends strongly on how
many previous starts it has had: Impact
Value (and Strike Rate) decline as horses
become more exposed, as shown in Graph
2, in which the blue line indicates IV while
the red-dashed line again shows the trend. 

While the effect described by the red
trend line is well understood, it is the finer
detail of the curve’s shape that is important
here: Impact Value does not begin to
decline significantly until a horse has had
more than 10 starts. 

Now, 10 starts in handicaps spans
several months for many horses,
sometimes multiple years if a horse is
lightly raced or has a career abbreviated by
injury. So, this provides an expansive

window for open campaigning: 10 starts are more than
enough for a horse to discover its full potential, and there is
no need to consider the strategy of manipulating a horse’s
handicap mark to an artificially low level for contests further
down the line. 

S we will see in a future article, it does not require a
horse to improve by anything like 10 lengths to defy
a mark 20lb higher in the weights. Yes, a horse’s

handicap mark is important, but it is much less of an
obstruction to winning than worrying about preserving it.
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The Curse of Experience: how success rate in handicaps 
declines with number of previous starts

Number of previous handicap appearances

The increasing success of handicap debutants 2000-2019
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HEN Bavardages won at Kempton last
October for Kingsley Park 11, he
contributed to breaking a record which was
one of the few last year not due solely to
Johnston Racing. Instead, the Dream Ahead

colt was part of a record year in 2019 for handicap debutants
for all stables.

Bavardages was given a BHA mark of 59 that day for his
nursery debut and won by three quarters of a length. On two
of his three previous starts he had returned well beaten on soft
turf, which may have been a bit much for him at an early
stage of his career. In any case, the switch to an all-weather
surface and a step up to seven furlongs did the trick.

Prior to his handicap bow, Bavardages had, of course, been
placed with the intention of winning the two novice events
and one maiden for which he was entered. It is strictly against
the ethos of the stable to have any other intention, and no yard
wins more maidens with horses positively ridden as
Bavardages was on all three occasions. In fact, the ‘Always

Trying’ mantra is not just a proclamation but actually gives a
competitive edge, too: in terms of both maximising prize-
money and career wins, it is better to aim for jam today than
the prospect of jam tomorrow.

You can think of this concept as being similar to the
mechanism of ‘compounding’ in finance – a domain in which
several of the yard’s owners excel. A horse given three ‘quiet’
runs needs to stay sound long enough to work its way through
cheap handicaps, while the maiden graduate can run for
bigger purses sooner, thereby multiplying the expected value
of future earnings for its owner. Returns are skewed for
racehorse owners, and it is only when accessing the 0-90
level or higher where prize-money and potential re-sale value
begins to spike.    

The point is that winning a maiden or a novice does not
itself expose a horse. The table above contains the record of
handicap debutants in Britain over the last five years
according to their finishing position in a maiden or novice
last time out (LTO). 

Just a reminder  -  the column ‘IV’ denotes the Impact
Value, which, in general, is a more robust version of Strike
Rate (‘SR’) because it takes into account field sizes. This is
especially important when comparing racing statistics
‘longitudinally’ – across a lengthy period of time – because
average field sizes are shrinking and thus achieving a 10%
SR now involves beating fewer rivals than, say, in the
previous decade to this one.

HE data in the table makes for a strong case that it is
better to place a horse perceived to have limited
ability in a maiden it can win, rather than

purposefully aim to run it down the field in a race in which it
is outclassed. It should be clear how BHA handicappers are
more than fair to maiden and novice winners in general –
despite what you may read or hear elsewhere.

In truth, it is rather more the way that maiden and novice
races tend to be run that results in the superior record of
winners and placed horses in future handicaps. Common
sense suggests – and sectional times prove – that rarely are
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According to finishing position last time out (‘LTO’) 
in maiden/novice, 2014-2019

LTO Wins Runs SR IV
1st 619 3147 19.7 1.72
2nd 184 1147 16.0 1.46
3rd 187 1487 12.6 1.18
4th 168 1571 10.7 1.05
5th 130 1533 8.5 0.83
6th 111 1370 8.1 0.83
7th 92 1243 7.4 0.76

8th or worse 183 2919 6.3 0.66
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